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Abstract

Abstract State Machines(ASMs) constitute the basis of an alterna-
tive approach to mathematical modelling of discrete dynamic systems.
The ASM approach provides an expressive means to specify the opera-
tional behavior of a system, but it does not come equipped with a(fixed)
logical proof system. Several formal techniques of verifying correctness
of ASM designs based on a translation into variants of restricted first-
order temporal logic have been investigated. In this paper, we present a
method for modeling and analysing ASM designs based on the Tempo-
ral Logic of Actions(TLA) which provide an adequate logical reasoning
support for ASM models. In TLA, both the ASM design and its re-
quired property are modeled by TLA formulas. Analysis of ASM design
in TLA is carried out by validating the implication relationship between
two formulas. We exemplify our methodology by a case study of a token
ring system for mutual exclusion problem formalized in ASMs.

Keywords: Transition Systems, Algebras, Temporal Logic of Actions(TLA),
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1 Introduction

Abstract State Machines(ASMs), previously called Evolving Algebras and in-
troduced by Y.Gurevich in [9], constitue the mathematical foundation of a
practical methodology which has successfully been applied to the design of
various kinds of complex dynamic systems.
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The ASMs method has been used extensively in different areas, such as
software and hardware systems, programming languages, communication pro-
tocols and distributed algorithms(see [2, 3] for a comprehensive overview). It
provides a flexible formalism to specify the operational semantics of a system
at a natural abstraction level in a direct and intuitive way [3]. The ASM ap-
proach belong to the family of state-based methods, which model a system as
a transition system. An ASM model describes the state space of a system by
means of universes(i.e. basic sets) with functions and relations interpreted on
them, and the state transitions by means of transition rules by which the sys-
tem is driven from state to state. In ASMs, states are represented as first-order
structures(Algebras) over the same signature(Vocabulary), and transition rules
define the changes over time of the states. In applications, abstract state ma-
chines are considered a suitable specification formalism for giving semantics of
a system in terms of its set of possible executions(i.e. state sequences).

Besides the standard mathematical techniques underlying the ASM ap-
proach that naturally support informal proofs of ASM model properties, there
has been work on formal proof systems for ASMs, using various formal verifi-
cation tools [7, 14, 16]. For instance, [14] use the KIV(Karlsruhe Interactive
Verifier) system to mechanically verify the proof of correctness of ASM refine-
ments, both references [4] and [7] show how ASMs can be encoded in the PVS
formal system in order to perform mechanical verification of the correctness of
ASM specifications or to mechanically check hand proofs using the PVS proof
system. While in [16] a model checker approach has been applied for proving
correctness of ASM specifications automatically.

Furthermore, other related work in the open literature about verification
of ASM models include the work of M.Spielmann[16] and A.Nowack[13] who
investigated the verification problem for ASMs using variants of temporal logics
to express properties of ASMs. Both work have imposed restrictions on ASM
specifications in order to identify classes of ASMs(respectively called Nullary
ASMs and Guarded ASMs) that can be verified automatically. Work in [8]
introduces the formal language for ASMs (called FLEA), a system for formal
reasoning about ASM specifications. They have adopted a modal logic view.
Reference [1] presents work on the specification and verification of real-time
systems within a logical framework where ASM formalism(e.g. Block ASMs)
is used to specify timed algorithms. More precisely, in the context of the
verification problem they have used a type of first-order timed logic(FOTL)
to formally specify and reason about behavior of real-time ASM specifications
by means of FOTL-formulas.

In our current research work[5, 6], we propose to adopt Lamport’s Temporal
Logic of Actions(TLA)[10] as an appropriate alternative to the logic-based
approaches [1, 7, 8, 13, 15], to formally reason about ASM specifications of
dynamic systems without imposing restrictions on the specification formalisms.
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TLA is a state-based logic which provides the means for describing transition
systems(i.e. states, state transitions and thereby the resulting state sequences)
and formulating their properties in a single logical formalism, equipped with
a relatively complete set of proof rules for reasoning about safety and liveness
properties that can be required for systems.

The operational behavior(semantics) of an ASM specification is directly
defined by TLA-logical formulas and the TLA-proof techniques can be applied
to formally prove the correctness of ASM specifications. Using this framework,
both ASM specifications and required properties are represented by formulas
in the same logic. In particular, we provide some basic rules to translate ASM
models into TLA+ specifications. TLA+ is a formal specification language
based on Zermelo-Fränkel set theory, first-order logic and the linear-time tem-
poral logic TLA[11]. In addition to the operators of TLA, it contains oper-
ators for defining and manipulating data structures and syntactic structures
for handling large specifications. The TLA+-logical framework offers a po-
tential mathematical framework into which ASM model elements are directly
translated to their most natural equivalents in TLA+.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly
presents the basic notions of the ASM approach. In section 3, we give an
overview of the main features of the TLA logic and the language TLA+. Sec-
tion 4 is mainly about the formal representation of an ASM design using the
specification language TLA+. this section provides a description of how each
element of an ASM model has to be represented in TLA+. In section 5, we
present a case study to illustrate the process of formal modelling and analysis
of ASM model using the TLA+-logical framework. Finally, in section 6, we
conclude our contribution and outline future research directions.

2 Basic Concepts of Abstract State Machines

Abstract State Machines(ASMs)[3] are used for modelling systems as transi-
tion systems. They define a state-based computational model, where com-
putations(runs) are finite or infinite sequences of states {Si}, obtained from
a given initial state S0 by repeatedly executing transition rules. In ASMs,
states are defined as many-sorted first-order structures over a given signature
Σ (a vocabulary), and the transition relation is specified by transition rules
for describing changes to states. States are implicitly given in an ASM model,
and are usually described in terms of functions in the underlying signature.
Abstract state machines are considered appropriate for giving semantics of a
system in terms of its set of possible executions.
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2.1 The Basic Model

An abstract state machine model, M , can be defined as a tuple of the form
M = 〈 Σ, Prog , Init 〉, where Σ is a signature, Init is a closed formula over
Σ describing the initial state and Prog is a finite set of transition rules.

2.1.1 States :

States of M are variants of first-order structures over a given signature Σ.
They are also called Σ-Algebras. A signature Σ consists of a collection of
domain names(also called universe or set) and a collection of function names,
each function name f coming with a fixed arity n and profile T1× ...× Tn →
Tk where Ti(1 ≤ i ≤ n) and Tk are universe names (written f : T1× ...× Tn →
Tk), or simply f : Tk if n = 0.

A Σ-Algebra(or state ) S consists of a nonempty set T S for each universe
T (the carrier set of T ), and a function fS : T S

1 × ... × T S
n → T S

k for each
function name f : T1× ...× Tn → Tk in Σ.

The universe names may be marked as dynamic or static according to
whether or not the set of objects they contain may vary. Function names in Σ
can be declared as :

- Static : static function names have the same fixed interpretation in each
computation state; that is, static functions never change during a run.

- Dynamic : the interpretation of dynamic function names can be changed
by the transitions occurring in a given computation step; that is, dy-
namic functions change during a run as a result of the specified system’s
behavior. Dynamic functions represent the internal state of the system.

Every ASM-signature Σ is assumed to contain the following logic symbols:
static nullary functions True , False , Undef , the equality sign =, and the
sort(universe) Boolean with its usual boolean operators( ¬, ∧, ∨, etc.)

2.1.2 Transition rules :

Transition rules describe how transitions between states(algebras of signature
Σ) can occur. They define the changes over time of the states. The basic
transition rules are syntactic expressions generated as follows :

- Update rule : An update rule is the simplest transition rule, also called a
local function update or simply update and has the form c := t where c
is a variable(a dynamic nullary function in ASM terminology) and t is
a closed term over Σ. The update c := t transforms the current state
into a new state, in which the denotation of c has been changed into the
current denotation of t.
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Likewise, if f is a dynamic function of arity n, and t1, ..., tn, t are terms
of Σ, then f(t1, ....,tn) := t is also a function update. The effect of
this update is that the denotation of f in the next state is equal to its
denotation in the old state, except that the function value on the current
values of t1, ..., tn is changed into the current value of t. This update
also transforms the current state into a new state.

- Conditional rule : The conditional rule is a conditional update rule which
specify a precondition for updating. It has the form If g Then RT

Else RF where g, the guard, is a boolean expression and RT , RF are
arbitrary update rules. The meaning of this rule is that whenever the
guard g evaluates to true then apply RT at the current state otherwise
apply RF . Note that the rules RT and RF can take the form of a block
rule(see below).

- Block rule : the block rule has the form

block
R1

R2

....
Rn

endblock

Where Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ n are transition rules. The block rule groups a
set of transition rules and fires them simultaneously. In ASMs, with the
block rule we construct the overall ASM-program, and for brevity we
always omit the keywords “block” and “endblock”, and use indentation
to eliminate ambiguity.

2.1.3 Computations :

A computation(run) of an ASM M is a finite (or infinite) sequence of states
〈S0, S1, ..., Sk, ...〉 such that S0 refers to some given initial state and each state
Si+1(i ≥ 0) is obtained as the result of firing the program Prog at Si.

S0
Prog→ S1

Prog→ S2
Prog→ ...

Prog→ Sk
Prog→ ...

In this way, an ASM specification M which can be considered as given by
a program Prog together with an initial state S0, models computations of
dynamic systems through finite or infinite ASM runs.
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3 Overview of TLA and TLA+

The Temporal Logic of Actions(TLA) was proposed by Lamport [10] as a
logic for specifying and reasoning about reactive, distributed, and particular
asynchronous systems. TLA uses a single logical formalism for describing tran-
sition systems and formulating their properties. It is an extension of classical
first-order logic by some linear-time temporal logic operators with a relatively
complete set of proof rules. The semantics of TLA is defined in terms of states
and behaviors. A state is an assignment of values to variables, and a behavior
is an infinite sequence of states. A TLA formula is interpreted as a boolean
function on behaviors.

In TLA we distinguish two classes of variables called rigid variables and
flexible variables. The rigid variables represent quantities that do not change
with time, they are also called constants. The flexible variables represent
quantities that may change with time, and are just called variables.

TLA formulas are built up from state functions using the usual boolean
operators(∧,∨,¬,⇒ ) and the operators ′ (prime) and � (read as always).
A state function is defined as a non-boolean expression built upon variables
and constant symbols. State functions are interpreted over single states. For
example, the value of the state function x + 1 is 3 at a state s in which the
value of x is 2. A state predicate is a boolean expression built from variables
and constant symbols. For example, x > 1 is true in the state s. An action is
a boolean-valued expression which can be made from variables, primed vari-
ables and constant symbols. Actions are interpreted over pairs of states. The
unprimed variables are interpreted in the first state of a state pair and the
primed variables in the second. For example, the action y′ = x+1 is true over
the pair of states 〈s , t〉 iff the value of y in t is equal to the value of x in s
plus 1. A pair of states satisfying action A is called an A step. We write f ′ for
the expression obtained by priming all the variables of the tuple(i.e. a state
function) f , and [A]f for (A ∨ Unchanged f) where Unchanged f � (f ′ = f),
so an [A]f step is either an A step or a step that leaves f unchanged.

As usual in temporal logic, if F is a formula then �F is true of a behavior
iff it is true in every state of it. So, � [A]f holds over a behavior iff every pair
of consecutive states in it is either an A step or a step that leaves f unchanged.

The standard way of specifying a system in TLA is with a formula in the
“canonical form”: Init ∧ � [Next]f , where

. Init is the initial-state predicate, a formula describing all legal initial states
of the system

. Next is the next-state relation, which specifies all possible steps(pairs of
successive states) in a behavior of the system. It is a description of
actions that describe the different system operations.
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. f consists of the variables the system operations can change.

TLA+ is a formal specification language based on (untyped) Zermelo-
Fraenkel set theory in which every value is a set, first-order logic, and TLA
[11]. TLA+ supplements TLA with operators for defining and manipulating
data structures and mechanisms(syntactic structures) for writing specifications
modularly. A TLA+ specification is organized as a collection of modules. Log-
ically, a TLA+ module consists of a list of statements, where a statement can
be a declaration, a definition, an assumption or a theorem. It has the following
form:

MODULE 〈Name〉
CONSTANTS 〈List of constant parameters〉
VARIABLES 〈List of variable parameters〉
ASSUME 〈Properties of constants〉
TYPE INVARIANT 〈Properties of variables〉
INIT 〈Initial values of variables〉
SPEC 〈A TLA formula describing possible behaviors〉
THEOREM 〈A TLA formula stating properties of spec〉
END.

Below are some of the TLA+ notations used to represent functions :

. The TLA+ expression [x ∈ S �→ e(x)] equals the function f whose domain
is the set S such that f [d] = e(d) for every d ∈ S.

. The TLA+ notation [A → B] is the set of all functions from the set A into
the set B.

. If f is a function, the TLA+expression [ f EXCEPT![i] = j ] is the function
which is equal to f except in i where the returned value is j.

. The function application is expressed using square brakets, so f [i] is the
value obtained from function f with argument i.

4 Modeling ASM Designs using TLA+

TLA+ provides a key tool for formalizing the operational behavior(execution)
of ASM designs. In this section we provide some basic recipes of how to
represent the different aspects of an ASM model using the TLA+ specification
language. In this translation process we re-use the same names(symbols) that
occurred in the ASM-signature Σ to indicate the close correspondence with
respect to their values. An ASM model translates into a TLA+module, a
specification unit in TLA+. In the following we describe for each aspect of an
ASM model how to represent it in The TLA+:
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Sorts(Universes) representation : sorts have different TLA+encoding de-
pending on their being static or dynamic :

. A static sort U , i.e. a sort which does not change during computation, is
represented as a TLA+ constant parameter(rigid variable) U , declared
in the TLA+module with a CONSTANTS statement, as follows : Con-
stants U .

. A dynamic sort D, i.e. a sort which may change during computation, is
encoded as a TLA+variable parameter(flexible variable) D, declared with
a VARIABLES statement, as follows: Variables D.

Functions representation : ASM basic functions are classified in static
functions which remain constant, and dynamic function which may change
interpretation during computation.

. A static function f together with its signature(e.g. f : S → T ) that pro-
vides the type information of the function symbol f , is encoded as a
TLA+constant parameter f together with a set membership assump-
tion(such as f ∈ [S → T ]) declared in the ASSUME statement of the
TLA+module, asserting that its value is a function in the set of all
functions(with domain S and range a subset of T ), described by the
TLA+construct [S → T ].

. A dynamic function h together with its typing information, is encoded as
a TLA+variable parameter h. The type property of the variable h will
be specified by a TLA+typing predicate namely a state predicate which
has not to be assumed but to be proved as an invariant of the resulting
TLA+temporal formula identifying behaviors of the ASM model.

TLA+modelling of ASM rules : We now describe how ASM transition
rules are represented as TLA+-actions which provide their logical semantics. In
the following we will restrict our investigation to basic update rules, conditional
and block rules. To simplify notation, let consider R and Ri (i ≥ 1) stand for
ASM rules, exp for an expression, g for a boolean expression(condition), x
for a variable(dynamic nullary function), f for a dynamic function with arity
n > 0, V (R) for the set of variables potentially changed by R, V for the set of
all declared ASM-program variables, and [[R]] for the resulting TLA+formula.

Basic update rules : The most basic forms of updates that can appear in an
ASM model are called local function updates. They are similar to assignments
in imperative programming languages :
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. Updates of the form, R :: x := exp. The effect of this update upon a state
is to change the value of x into the value of exp, and leaves all variables
other x unchanged. In TLA+, the corresponding change to x is expressed
by the TLA+-action [[R]] using the prime ′ operator and the Unchanged
construct as follows : [[R]] � x′ = exp ∧ Unchanged (V − {x}).

. Updates of the form, R :: f(t1, ..., tn) := exp, is represented by the TLA+-
action [[R]] using the EXCEPT construct, the prime ′ operator and the
Unchanged construct as follows:
[[R]] � f ′ = [f EXCEPT![t1, ..., tn] = exp] ∧ Unchanged (V − {f}),
where the TLA+-expression [f EXCEPT![t1, ..., tn] = exp] represents the
new function f̂ that is the same as f except that f̂ [t1, ..., tn] = exp.

. Conditional rule of the form, R :: If g then R1 else R2 endif , is the
most common means of specifying a precondition for updating. Condi-
tional rules are formally represented using the TLA+logical conditional
choice operator IF condition THEN formula1 ELSE formula2 which
is equivalent to
((condition ∧ formula1) ∨ (¬condition ∧ formula2)). The rule R is trans-
lated as follows :

[[R]] � ∧ IF g THEN [[R1]]
ELSE [[R2]]

∧ Unchanged (V − V (R))

where [[R1]] and [[R2]] are the TLA+modelling of the rules R1 and R2,
and V (R) = V (R1) ∪ V (R2).

. Block rule R :: block R1 R2 ...Rn endblock, groups a set of transition rules.
With a block rule we construct the overall ASM-program. All transition
rules that are grouped into a block are performed in parallel. TLA+

supports different specification styles(interleaving and noninterleaving
styles) for representing the concurrent execution of transition rules com-
posing the block rule. With the block rule, we adopt the interleaving rep-
resentation which is more convenient for reasoning about ASM-program.
The TLA+description in the interleaving style for the block rule R is
constructed from the TLA+modelling of the rules R1, ..., Rn as follows :
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[[R]] � ∨ [[R1]] ∧ Unchanged (V (R) − V (R1))
∨ [[R2]] ∧ Unchanged (V (R) − V (R2))
∨ ...
∨ [[Rn]] ∧ Unchanged (V (R) − V (Rn))

Where V (R) = V (R1) ∪ V (R2) ∪ ...∪ V (Rn).

The TLA formula representing the semantics of an ASM specification(model)M
is a safety formula Φ of the following form :

Φ = [[M ]] � INIT ∧ � [Next]V

where INIT is the state predicate representing the initial condition of the
ASM model M , Next is the TLA+next-state action representing the block
rule(ASM-program), and V is the collection of ASM-program variables. The
TLA+ formula Φ describing an ASM model can be used to infer any safety
property of an ASM system through logical reasoning. Formula Φ = [[M ]] is
satisfied only by all admissible behaviors. The formula Φ produced in this way
for an ASM model M describes the behaviors(executions or runs) of this ASM.

Lemma 4.1 Every run of an ASM model M is a model of the formula
Φ([[M ]]), and conversely, every model of Φ is a run of M.

5 Formal Analysis of ASM Designs

The purpose of giving a logical characterization of the behavior of an ASM
design using the TLA logic has been to be able to formally state and verify
behavioral properties using the proof rules of TLA. In TLA both ASM designs
and their required properties are represented in the same logic. The assertion
” An ASM design M has the property P ” is expressed in TLA by the validity
of the formula [[M ]] ⇒ [[P ]], where [[M ]] represents the TLA semantics of
system ASM specification and [[P ]] is the logical expression of the informal
property P . So analysis of ASM designs based on TLA is converted to prove
some formula true or false.

6 Case Study : A token ring algorithm

In this section we use a case study to illustrate the process of formal modelling
and analysis of an ASM model using the TLA+-logical framework. The case
study is a variant of distributed computing system, namely a token ring algo-
rithm which is a primitive solution of exclusive sharing of resources, formalised
in terms of ASM notation as presented in [12].
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The setting is as follows : there are n processes arranged in a logical ring,
which from time to time want to use some shared resource(e.g. disk) which
must not be accessed by any two processes simultaneously. This is done by
token passing among the processes. When a process receives token, it means
that the resource is free and reserved for it. The process can use it and after
its work is done, it passes the token to the next process in the ring. Sometimes
can arise a situation, when a process receives token but it does not want to
use the resource, then it simply passes the token to the next process without
doing anything. Note, that there is only one token in the system and only one
process can be its owner and use the resource.The goal of the algorithm is to
guarantee at any time, that there is at most one process using the resource.

The ASM model of the above informal description of the algorithm together
with its temporal translation and correctness condition are given below:

6.1 ASM Specification :

The ASM model M = 〈 Σ, Prog , Init 〉 of the above system of token passing
processes is defined as follows :

The ASM signature The signature Σ consists of the following universes
and functions together with their associated sorts :

. Static universes :

Processes = {0, 1, ..., n − 1}
Status = {Wait,Owner, User, Pass}

. Static functions :

next : Processes −→ Processes such that next(i) = (i + 1) mod n
0 :−→ Processes

. Dynamic functions :

state : Processes −→ Status

hastoken : Processes −→ Boolean

request : Processes −→ Boolean

Initial state : Init is a first-order formula specifying the initial state
of any run.
∀ i ∈ Processes : (state(i) = Wait ∧ request(i) = true) ∧ hastoken(0) =
true ∧ ∀ j �= 0 : hastoken(j) = false
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Integrity constraints : these are first-order descriptions which ex-
press implicit assumptions about the application domain.

OneOwnerOfToken � ∃i : hastoken(i) ∧ ∀j : j �= i ⇒ ¬hastoken(j)
OwnerProcess � hastoken(i) ⇔ (state(i) = Owner ∨ state(i) =
User).

ASM program : the set of transition rules describing behavior of
the token ring system.The rule RECEIV E represents situation, when
process i receives token. After receiving it, process i makes decision
whether to use the resource or not(see rule DECIDE). Token passing is
described by the rule PASS, process i passes the token to its successor
and moves to the state Wait.

RECEIV E :: If state(i) = Wait∧hastoken(i) Then state(i) := Owner

DECIDE :: If state(i) = Owner Then
If request(i) Then

state(i) := User
Else
state(i) := Pass

USE :: If state(i) = User Then state(i) := Pass

PASS :: If state(i) = Pass Then

hastoken(i) := false

hastoken(next(i)) := true

state(i) := Wait

6.2 TLA+ Specification :

In the following we present the temporal translation of the ASM specification
M of the token ring system. The TLA+module that encodes the ASM model
M by following the translation rules is as follows:
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Module TokenRingASM
Extends Naturals
Constants Processes, Status, next

Assume ∧ Processes = 0..n − 1
∧ Status = {Wait, Pass, User, Owner}
∧ next ∈ [Processes → Processes]
∧ next = [i ∈ Processes �→ i + 1 mod n]

∧ n ∈ Nat ∧ n > 0

Variables state, request, hastoken

TypeInvariant � ∧ state ∈ [Processes → Status]
∧ request ∈ [Processes → Boolean]
∧ hastoken ∈ [Processes → Boolean]

V ars � 〈state, request, hastoken〉

INIT � ∧ state = [i ∈ Processes �→ Wait]
∧ hastoken = [i ∈ Processes �→ IF i = 0 THEN True ELSE False]
∧ request = [i ∈ Processes �→ True]

RECEIV E(i) � IF state [i] = Wait ∧ hastoken [i]
THEN ∧ state′ = [state EXCEPT ! [i] = Owner]

∧ Unchanged 〈hastoken, request〉
ELSE Unchanged 〈state, hastoken, request〉

DECIDE(i) � IF state [i] = Owner ∧ request [i]
THEN ∧ state′ = [state EXCEPT ![i] = User]

∧ Unchanged 〈hastoken, request〉
ELSE Unchanged 〈hastoken, request, state〉

USE(i) � IF state [i] = User THEN
∧ state′ = [state EXCEPT ![i] = Pass]
∧ Unchanged 〈hastoken, request〉

ELSE Unchanged 〈state, hastoken, request〉

PASS(i) � IF state [i] = Pass THEN
∧ hastoken′ =
[hastoken EXCEPT ![i] = False, EXCEPT ![i + 1 mod n] = True]
∧ state′ = [state EXCEPT ![i] = Wait]
∧ Unchanged 〈request〉
ELSE Unchanged 〈state, hastoken, request〉

NEXT (i) � RECEIV E(i) ∨ DECIDE(i) ∨ USE(i) ∨ PASS(i)

Φ = [[M ]] � INIT ∧ � [∃i ∈ Processes : NEXT (i)]V ars

END.
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6.3 Correctness Proof of the ASM Model :

As an example of correctness requirement that the token ring system should
satisfy is exclusive sharing of resource(mutual exclusion property), meaning
that at any moment there can be at most one process using the resource(i.e.
No two processes are trying to use a resource at the same time). This property
of mutual exclusion for such a system is an example of invariance(safety) prop-
erties, those which are true at every state of the system execution. In TLA+,
this mutual exclusion property can be formally expressed by the temporal
formula �Mutex, where Mutex is a state predicate of the following form:

Mutex � ∀i, j ∈ Processes : i �= j ⇒ ¬(state [i] = User ∧ state [j] = User)

The formal correctness proof of the ASM specification M which simu-
lates the token ring system behavior, is reduced to proving that the corre-
sponding TLA+formula [[M ]] satisfies the mutual exclusion property �Mutex.
In TLA+, the assertion that the TLA+formula [[M ]] satisfies the property
�Mutex takes the form of the following theorem(a TLA formula):

THEOREM: [[M ]] ⇒ �Mutex

Which asserts that every behavior satisfying the TLA+specification [[M ]]
also satisfy the property �Mutex, i.e. the predicate Mutex is true through
every behavior satisfying this specification [[M ]] .

The proof of [[M ]] ⇒ �Mutex is a relatively straightforward application of
classical first-order reasoning and simple temporal facts which are embodied
in the TLA proof rules [10]. In order to prove this property, we will take
advantage of one of the rules of TLA, namely the rule INV 1:

INV 1 :
I ∧ [N ]f ⇒ I ′

I ∧ � [N ]f ⇒ �I

In the case of our specification, I is the state predicate Mutex which is an
invariant, N is the next-state action ∃i : NEXT (i) and f is the tuple V ars of
variables. The rule INV 1 tells us that we must prove the following statements:

INIT ⇒ Mutex : (1)
Mutex ∧ [∃i ∈ processes : NEXT (i)]V ars ⇒ Mutex′ : (2)

from which we can deduce [[M ]] ⇒ �Mutex as follows:

[[M ]] ⇒ { By definition of [[M ]] }
INIT ∧� [∃i ∈ Processes : NEXT (i)]V ars

⇒ { By the implication (1) }
Mutex ∧ � [∃i ∈ Processes : NEXT (i)]V ars

⇒ { By the implication (2) and the rule INV1 }
�Mutex.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of our work is to provide formal reasoning techniques for ASMs by
using the TLA+-logical framework. In this paper, we have shown how the
TLA+-framework can be used to formally modelling and reasoning about the
correctness of ASM designs. The power of this modeling method is analysis
of ASM models by formally reasoning in TLA. Future work will concentrate
on the development of a model translator, namely ASM2TLA+ translator, to
perform the translation of an ASM model into a TLA+ model which can be
verified automatically using the TLA+ model checker called TLC[11].
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